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FROM PARENT-PLEASING TO PEOPLE-PLEASING
How craving others' approval can sabotage healthy self-development.

Would you consider any of these characteristics as negative ones?

very organized; easily liked; placators or appeasers; friendly and gregarious; 

courteous and considerate; always smiling; interested in others’ welfare; 

cooperative “team players”; ready to volunteer; 

joyful, skillful, and creative; “company men”—very loyal; 

work hard at pleasing others; talented, happy, 

full of fun; encouraging and reassuring;  helpful and supportive; 

warm, and caring; sought out for friendships popular socially

readily accommodate others’ requests; generous with time and energy; accept delegation easily;

People-pleasers are proficient at pleasing everyone . .  but themselves. They are master accommodators, 
intuiting (…….) what is wanted of them and-in both word and deed-bestowing on (………) others the 
attentiveness and care they’ll typically deny themselves. So frequently do they defer (………) to others’ 
preferences that at some point they’ll actually lose sight of their own.

- What is a ‘people-pleaser’?

Regarding their value in life as based on their value to others, people-pleasers—so adept at (……) nurturing 
those around them—literally don’t know how to nurture themselves. And because safeguarding relationships 
is the way they’ve learned to bolster (………) their fragile egos, they’re unable to recognize that the ultimate 
cost of devoting themselves to the welfare of others is nothing less than sacrificing their own selfhood. 
Viewing their worth and personal security as totally hinging on pleasing or placating (……….) others, they 
end up forgetting who they are and what they themselves need to feel fulfilled.

- What are the disadvantages of being a ‘people-pleasers’.

People-pleasers, so dependent on being approved and accepted by others, are incapable of validating 
themselves independent of others’ confirmation. Afraid to speak their mind for fear their opinions or 
preferences might be at odds with whomever they’re with, they can end up painfully indecisive—afraid to 
take initiative, or in any way rock the boat. In their unceasing efforts to avoid conflict and confrontation, and 
to get along with everyone in their life, only rarely do they express their true thoughts and feelings. In fact, 
they frequently don’t even know what they believe in, or what’s important to them.

- Further drawbacks of ‘people-pleasers’.
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Chameleons, they endeavour (……...) to blend in, to be as much as possible like whomever they’re with. And
being deferential and subordinate to others, particularly to those they’re closest to, they can easily attract 
people with a strong need to control, consequently further magnifying a demeanor (……..) that is too 
obsequious (………) to begin with. Typically having unresolved issues with controlling parents, they can 
themselves be attracted to dominating, manipulative people—people, ironically, who are perfectly suited to 
perpetuate old patterns of parental abuse.

- What sort of persons do the ‘people-pleasers’ attract?
- Why?

That’s the appearance or impression made by people-pleasers—largely, a mask, “act,” or façade. 
Now here’s their distressful inner reality:

Fearful of losing approval; fearful of failure and rejection; 

fearful of losing personal worth; denial of problems; 

self-denial—or ignoring personal needs and rights; fearful of losing personal identity;

feeling lonely and isolated from others;            feeling undeserving, inferior, and “not good enough”; 

excessively concerned about satisfying others’ demands; insecure about personal abilities, skills, or knowledge; 

confused about why it takes so much energy to please others; fearful of not doing their best for others; 

fearful of letting friends and family down; feeling like victims—or martyrs;

fearful of being “found out” as not being as good as they seem; easily falling apart under pressure;

exhaustion from always trying so hard to be perfect; feeling unorganised.

disappointment in not being able to make everyone happy; 

critical of how well they’re doing in their personal lives; 

feeling unappreciated, taken advantage of, and taken for granted; 

urge to run away from the constant stress of always having to prove they’re “good enough”;

Doubtless, however positive or attractive people-pleasers might appear to others on the surface, their 
concealed frustrations and fears are far more negative—and unsettling—than most people could ever 
realize.

- Think of two practical examples that show the ‘people-pleasers’ inner reality?
- How do you think a people pleaser can overcome his inner contradiction?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Imagine that a friend of yours who is very hard working and sociable suffers from serious frustration and she is on the 
verge of getting into depression. You know that she is a ‘people-pleaser’ who disregards her personal needs.
Give her some explanation of why she feels the way she does and offer to her some practical advice.

WRITE your letter in 150-200 words.
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